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1. If x > y > 0, which of the following must be true:

  I. x2>y2   

A. I only   B. II only

2. If x < 0, which of the following represents a positiv

A) X/lXl   B) lXl/X

3. If |d-9| = 2d, then d= 

(A) -9   (B) -3

4. If y + |y| = 0 which of the following must be

A. y > 0   B. y ≥ 0

5. If x= –|w|, which of the following must be true?

A. x= – w    B. x = w

6. 2. If |z|/w = 1, which of the following must be true?

A. z = -w   B. z = w

7. For what value of x, is |x – 3| + |x + 1| + |x| = 10?

(A) 0   (B) 3

8. If x<0, y>0, and |x| > |y|, which of the following must be true?

A. x > y   B. y2 

9. Which of the following could be n if |2n 

A. - 4/3   B. -1 

10. Which of the following could be p if |3p 

A. ¼   B. 5/4

11. Which of the following could be t if |5t 

A. 5/8   B. 5/4

12. Which of the following gives the range of values for p if |3p 

A. 0 < p < 1   B. 1 < p < 5/3

13. Which of the following inequalities is equivalent to 

A. |x - 1| < 7  B. |x + 2| < 6

14. Which of the following represents 1

A. |x| < 3   B. |x+5|

15. If 2|2 –x| = 5, what is the sum of all the possible values for x ?

A. 1/2    B. 2 

16. If |x - 2| = |x + 3|, x could equal: 

A. -5   B. -1/2

17. If 5 > x > 2 and 7< y < 10, which of the following expression must be positive? 

a) x2y - xy2        b) xy

18. If x and y are integers and -6 < � ≤

a) 18       b) -54      

19. If y = 
(����)

�
 , then for which values of x, y will always be positive? 

a) x > 2 or x <0      b) x >

20. Given a =  
�

��
 and b =

�

��
, if a >

a) x > y         b) x >

21. If -4 ≤ � ≤ 12 and -2 ≤ � ≤ 13, which of the following numbers represent the maximum value of (y

a) 25         b) 1       
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Inequality 

0, which of the following must be true: 

 II. x3 > y3   III. |x|>y 

B. II only  C. III only  D. II and III

0, which of the following represents a positive number? 

B) lXl/X  C) X.lXl   D) –X.lXl

3   (C) 1   (D) 3 

If y + |y| = 0 which of the following must be true? 

≥ 0   C. y < 0   D. y ≤ 0

, which of the following must be true? 

x = w   C. x2 = w  D. x2=w2

2. If |z|/w = 1, which of the following must be true? 

B. z = w   C. z2 = w2  D. z2 = w

3| + |x + 1| + |x| = 10? 

(B) 3   (C) -3   (D) 4 

If x<0, y>0, and |x| > |y|, which of the following must be true? 

 > x2  C. x3 > y2  D. –x < y

following could be n if |2n – 3| < 1? 

   C. 4/3   D. 1 

Which of the following could be p if |3p – 4| < 1? 

B. 5/4   C. 5/3   D. 0 

Which of the following could be t if |5t – 8| < 1? 

B. 5/4   C. 5/3   D. 5 

Which of the following gives the range of values for p if |3p – 4| < 1? 

B. 1 < p < 5/3  C. -1 < p < 5/3  D. –1 < p < 1

Which of the following inequalities is equivalent to −4 < x < 8? 

B. |x + 2| < 6  C. |x + 3| < 5  D. |x - 2| < 6

Which of the following represents 1 < x < 9? 

B. |x+5| < 4  C. |x-1| < 9  D. |x-5| 

x| = 5, what is the sum of all the possible values for x ? 

   C. 5/2   D. 4 

 

1/2   C. ½   D. 5 

10, which of the following expression must be positive?  

b) xy2 - x2y       c) 2xy - x2y        d) 4xy -

≤ 7 ��� − 3 ≤ � ≤ 9, then which of the following cannot be a value of xy?

54        c) -21        d) 63    

, then for which values of x, y will always be positive?    

> 0       c) x < 2       d) -2 < x < 2      

�, which of the following must be true?   

> 2y         c) x < y       d) 9x >

, which of the following numbers represent the maximum value of (y

b) 1          c) 14         d) 17     
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D. II and III  E. I, II and III 

X.lXl  E) X.l-Xl 

   (E) 9 

≤ 0   E. y = 0 

2   E. x3=w3 

= w3  E. z3 = w3 

   (E) -2 

x < y  E. x < –y 

   E. 0 

   E. 2 

   E. 10 

1 < p < 1  E. p < 5/3 

2| < 6  E. None  

 < 4  E. |3+x|<5 

   E. 5 

   E. None 

  IBA-BBA-11/12 

- xy2      e) None 

then which of the following cannot be a value of xy? IBA10/11  
d) 63       e) none   

  IBA-BBA-11/12 

< x < 2        e) None   

  IBA-BBA-11/12 

> 4y       e) None  

, which of the following numbers represent the maximum value of (y-x) ? IBA-BBA-09/10 

       e) -1  
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22. If (a +b) > 0 and �(� + �) > b, which of the following must be true? 

a) a ≥ 0        b) b ≥

23. If  � ≥ 10 and � ≤ 7, which of the following must be true? 

a)  � + � ≥ 3       b) � −

24. If b < 2 and 2x – 3b = 0, which of the following must be true? 

a) x > - 3   b) x <

25. If (�� −  4� + 10) ˂ 7, which of the following must be true? 

a) x >  3  b) 1>

26. If m > �, � > �, � < �, � < �, which

a) p > �  b) s >

27. If  � < 0, ��� � > 0,  then which of the following is true?

I. ab – (a+b) >

II. ab – (a+b) <

III. ab – (a+b) =

a) only I   b) only II

28. What is the value of m which satisfies 

a) � < 2 �� � > 5 b) �

29. If x2 = 68, which of the following could be true? 

a) – 9 < � < −8    b) – 8

30. Mr. Saif has n luxury apartments, where 

equally among his five children, he will have 2 apartments remaining. If he divides the apartments among 

6 children, he will have 1 apartment remaining. How many apartments will remain if he divides the 

apartments among 7 children?  

a) 3       b) 2       

Math Answer  
1. E 2. D 3. D 4. 
11. C 12. B 13. D 14. 
21. D 22. D 23. B 24. 

 

µwgK bs 
1 ‡deªæqvix gv‡mi Kv‡i›U G‡dqvm© 
2  World Food  Programme

 United Nations Population 

 United Nations Environment Programme

 United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD)

 OHCHR 

 UNHCR  

 International Trade Centre

µwgK bs welq 

1 1. Kw¤úDUvi mdUIq¨vi  
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b, which of the following must be true?   

≥ 0       c) a < 0         d) b < 0

, which of the following must be true?    

− � ≥ 3  c) � + � ≥ 7  d) � + �

3b = 0, which of the following must be true?    

< 2                c) x = 3   d) x < 3

hich of the following must be true?    

> x >  3  c) 1 < � < 3   d) x >  1

which of the following must be true?   

> �  c) n > �   d) m >

which of the following is true?    

> 0  

< 0  

= 0  

b) only II  c) both I & II   d) both I & III

which satisfies 3�� −  21� + 30 < 0?    

� < 2   c) 2 < � < 5    d) both a & c 

= 68, which of the following could be true?      

8 < � < −7    c) – 8 < � < 8    d) 9 < �

luxury apartments, where n is an integer such that 20 < n < 50. If he divides the apartments 

equally among his five children, he will have 2 apartments remaining. If he divides the apartments among 

6 children, he will have 1 apartment remaining. How many apartments will remain if he divides the 

       

          c) 4          d) 1       

4. D 5. D 6. C 7. D 8. E 
14. D 15. D 16. B 17. B 18. E 
24. D 25. C 26. D 27. B 28. C 

General Knowledge  

G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

welq 
dqvm© m¤ú~Y©   Kv‡i›U G‡dqvm© 

World Food  Programme (WFP) 

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 

Nations Conference on Trade and 
(UNCTAD) 

International Trade Centre (ITC)  

mvaviY Áv‡bi 
welq msµvšÍ Aa¨vq mg~n fvjfv
me‡P‡q fvj n
wbR¯^ A‡qemvBU 
Rb¥ mvj, m`m¨ msL¨v, 
KvR, cÖwZôvb cÖavb, evsjv
welq mg~n fvj fv

 
Computer & IT 
G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

‡idv‡iÝ  

 BwR Kw¤úDUvi eB‡qi Z„Zxq Aa¨v‡qi 1g cwi”Q`wU LywUbvwU mn Kgc
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  IBA-BBA-08/09 

0         e) None  

  IBA-BBA-07/08 
� > 0  e) None   

  IBA-BBA-07/08 
3  e) None  

  IBA-BBA-07/08 

1  e) None  

  IBA-BBA-07/08 

�  e) None  

  IBA-BBA-07/08 

d) both I & III  e) All   

  MBM2011 
d) both a & c   e) All  

  MBM2006 
� < 10    e) All 

50. If he divides the apartments 

equally among his five children, he will have 2 apartments remaining. If he divides the apartments among 

6 children, he will have 1 apartment remaining. How many apartments will remain if he divides the 

  IBA-BBA-13/14 

d) 1          e) None   

9. C 10. B 
19. A 20. D 
29. A 30. B 

‡idv‡iÝ  
dqvm© - ‡deªæqvix, 2017 msL¨v| 
bi ‡h‡Kvb ÷vÛvW© eB †_‡K GB 

welq msµvšÍ Aa¨vq mg~n fvjfv‡e co‡Z n‡e| 
q fvj n‡e DBwKwcwWqv A_ev cÖwZôv‡bi 

qemvBU †_‡K ‡mB cÖwZôvb mg~‡ni 
Rb¥ mvj, m`m¨ msL¨v, †nW‡KvqvU©vi, cÖavb 
KvR, cÖwZôvb cÖavb, evsjv‡`‡k Kvh©µg BZ¨vw` 

j fv‡e ‡R‡b wb‡j|   

LywUbvwU mn Kgc‡ÿ wZbevi co‡Z n‡e|  
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Questions 
Officer (Cash) 2014 

Senior Officer 2014 

welq 
g¨v_ 1| K¬vm †jKPv‡ii mg Í̄ g¨v_ 

2| 5 - 7 ‡jKPvikx
Bswjk 1| ‡jKPvikx‡Ui mKj AvB
Kw¤úDUvi I AvBwU  1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv
mvaviY Ávb 1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv
cixÿv 1| AvMvgx K¬v‡m 20 wgwb

SL 1 
1 Accelerate Accelarate
2 Accquaint  Acqueint 
3 Acquiree   Acquire 
4 Amphetheatre  Amphitheater  
5 Parallel  Parallal
6 Noticeable  Noticiable 
7 Mementoo  Momento 
8 Tneumonia  Pneeumonia 
9 Portuaguese  Portugueese 

10 Lieaison  Liaison 
11 Diptheria  Dipptheria
12 Tarif  Tariff  
13 Sergent  Sergeiant 
14 Vacciniate  Vaccinatee   
15 Seizure  Seizuure 
16 Remmuneration  Rimuneration 
17 Subtle  Subtale
18 Hyegene  Hygene 
19 Guarante  Guarantee 
20 Heinous  Heynous 
21 Polytechnich  Politechnic 
22 Fiery  Faery  
23 Bizaarre  Bizaare 
24 Pedagague  Pedagog 
25 Polyethylene   Polythylene  
26 Canion  Canyone 
27 Separiate  Seperate 
28 Ideosyncrasy  Idiosincrasy 
29 Etiquete  Etiquette 
30 Sergeon  Sergeoon 
31 Luster  Laster 
32 Examine Examenee 
33 Legetimate  Legitimate
34 Paralysis  Peralysis 
35 Woble  Wobble  
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Question Solution 
(Homework) 

Sonali Bank Ltd.  
General Knowledge 

  
  

‡nvg IqvK© I covïbv  
KiYxq 

ii mg Í̄ g¨v_ †d«k K‡i K‡i cieZ©x K¬v‡m Rgv w`‡Z n‡e| 
jKPvikx‡Ui me ‡¯úkvj g¨v_¸‡jv Av‡iKevi Ki‡Z n‡e|  

Ui mKj AvB‡Ug Lye fvjfv‡e AvZ¥ ’̄ Ki‡Z n‡e| 5 - 7 ‡jKPvikx‡Ui me AvB
jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc
jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc

20 wgwb‡U 15 gvK©‡mi wUD‡Uvwiqvj †bqv n‡e| (‡jKPvi 1-6 me g¨v_)
 

Find the Correctly Spelt Word  
2 3 4

Accelarate Accelerete Accalerate 
Acqueint  Acqquaint  Acquaint   
Acquire  Acquaire  Accquire  
Amphitheater   Amphitheatour  Ampeitheatre 
Parallal Parrallel Paralleel 
Noticiable  Noticeble  Noticiable  
Momento  Memento  Meemento 
Pneeumonia  Tneeumonia  Pneumonia 
Portugueese  Portuguese  Portueguese 
Liaison  Liaisoon  Liaisone  
Dipptheria Diphtheriaa  Diphtheria 

 Taariff  Tarief  
Sergeiant  Sergeant  Sergeantt   
Vaccinatee    Vacciniatee   Vaccinate  
Seizuure  Saizure  Seizurre  
Rimuneration  Remunearation  Remuneration 
Subtale Subtal Subtlei  
Hygene  Hygiene  Hygeene  
Guarantee  Garantee  Guaeranty  
Heynous  Henous  Heineous  
Politechnic  Poletechnic  Polytechnic 

 Faiery  Fierry  
Bizaare  Bizarry  Bizarre  
Pedagog  Pedagogue  Pedagaougue 
Polythylene   Polythelene   Polithylene  
Canyone  Caanion Canyon  
Seperate  Separate  Sepaarate  
Idiosincrasy  Ideosyncresy  Idiosyncrasy 
Etiquette  Etiqaette  Etiquete 
Sergeoon  Surgeon  Surgeone 
Laster  Lastur  Lustur  
Examenee  Examiene  Examienee 
Legitimate Leagitimate Legitemate
Peralysis  Paralaisis  Peralesis  
Wobble   Wibble  Woeble  
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Computer 

Ui me AvB‡Ug wiwfkb| 
kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 
kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 

6 me g¨v_) 

4 Answer 
 1 
 4 

2 
Ampeitheatre  2 

1 
 1 

Meemento  3 
Pneumonia  4 
Portueguese  3 

2 
 4 

2 
 3 
 4 

1 
Remuneration  4 

1 
3 

ranty   2 
 1 

Polytechnic  4 
1 
4 

Pedagaougue  3 
Polithylene   1 

4 
 3 

Idiosyncrasy  4 
2 
3 
1 

Examienee  1 
Legitemate 2 

1 
2 
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4.1 Tense  

Tense is a method in English related to time of an action 

four states of each.  

4.1.1 Present Tense:  

i. Simple Present Tense  

ii. Present Continuous Tense  

iii. Present Perfect Tense  

iv. Present Perfect Continuous Ten

  

(i) Simple Present Tense  

This form of tense is used to discuss a situation of universal truth, habitual facts or simple presentation of a 

situation/event.  

Example:          The sun rises in the east.  
                              I take milk every day
 
Formation:       Sub + Verb (+s/es) + Object 
 

(ii) Present Continuous Tense 

Present Continuous Tense is used to express the idea that something is happening now, at this very moment. 

 Example:          I am watching TV (now).  
                              She is taking supper.
 
 Formation:       Sub + am/is/are+ Verb+ing + Object 
 

(iii) Present Perfect Tense 

Present Perfect Tense is used to indicate an action that: 

1. happened at an indefinite time in the past whose result is present till now. 

2. happened more than once in the past.  

3. began in the past and still is occurring in present time. 

Example:          Redwan has travelled around the world. (We don't know when)
                             Maria has seen this movie three times. 
                             Mugdho has lived in the same house 
                             Madhurjo has lived in the same house 
Formation:       Sub + have/has+ Verb in past participle form + Object  

 

 For + duration of time:        for five hours          for three years          for ten minutes 

 Since + beginning time:       since 1975               since five o'clock       since January 
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Grammar Lecture -4 

Tense is a method in English related to time of an action - present, past and future. These 3 major forms have 

 

Present Perfect Continuous Tense 

 

This form of tense is used to discuss a situation of universal truth, habitual facts or simple presentation of a 

The sun rises in the east.   
I take milk every day.  

Sub + Verb (+s/es) + Object  

Present Continuous Tense  

Present Continuous Tense is used to express the idea that something is happening now, at this very moment. 

I am watching TV (now).   
She is taking supper. 

Sub + am/is/are+ Verb+ing + Object  

Present Perfect Tense  

Present Perfect Tense is used to indicate an action that:  

happened at an indefinite time in the past whose result is present till now.  

happened more than once in the past.   

began in the past and still is occurring in present time.  

Redwan has travelled around the world. (We don't know when) 
Maria has seen this movie three times.  
Mugdho has lived in the same house for twenty years. (still lives there)
Madhurjo has lived in the same house since 1975.  
Sub + have/has+ Verb in past participle form + Object   

For + duration of time:        for five hours          for three years          for ten minutes 

Since + beginning time:       since 1975               since five o'clock       since January 

For/Since
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present, past and future. These 3 major forms have 

This form of tense is used to discuss a situation of universal truth, habitual facts or simple presentation of a 

Present Continuous Tense is used to express the idea that something is happening now, at this very moment.  

twenty years. (still lives there) 

For + duration of time:        for five hours          for three years          for ten minutes  

Since + beginning time:       since 1975               since five o'clock       since January  
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The adverbs 'yet' and 'already' are often used with the present perfect tense. 

 Already:    

i. Used in affirmative sentence 

ii. Usually appears between auxiliary and the main verb, but can appear at the beginning or end 

of a sentence.  

iii. subject + have/has + 

 Yet: 

i. Used in negative and question asking sentences 

ii. Yet appears at the end of a sentence. 

iii. subject + have/has +not+ Verb in past participle form + Object + 

Example:           We have already written our reports. 
                              We haven't written our reports yet. 
                              Mugdho has already read the entire book. 
                              Mugdho hasn't read the book yet. 
 
Another use of 'Yet':  
Yet can be used when the verb is positive and in this formation yet doesn't appear at the end of the sentence. 
 
Formation:            Subject + have/has +

Example:             Maria has yet to learn the music. (Maria hasn't learn yet)
                                We have yet to decide what to do with the money. (We haven't decided yet)
 

(iv) Present Perfect Continuous Tense

It is possible to use Present Perfect Continuous Tense to describe an action that began in the past and is still 

occurring in the present.  

Formation:            Subject + have/has +

Example:             Mugdho has been living in the same h
                                (Mugdho has lived in the same house 

                                Maria has been working in London for three years.
                                (Maria has worked in London for
 
Exercise on Present Tense:  

1. Redwan (practice) the piano every day.              Answer__________________

2. Mishu (swim) right now.                                          Answer__________________

3. Maria always (get) up at 6:00 A.M.           

4. Mugdho (write) the letter already.                       Answer__________________

5. Madhurjo (see) this movie before.                       Answer__________________
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The adverbs 'yet' and 'already' are often used with the present perfect tense.  

Used in affirmative sentence  

Usually appears between auxiliary and the main verb, but can appear at the beginning or end 

subject + have/has + already + Verb in past participle form + Object 

Used in negative and question asking sentences  

Yet appears at the end of a sentence.  

subject + have/has +not+ Verb in past participle form + Object + yet  

e already written our reports.  
We haven't written our reports yet.  
Mugdho has already read the entire book.  
Mugdho hasn't read the book yet.  

Yet can be used when the verb is positive and in this formation yet doesn't appear at the end of the sentence. 

Subject + have/has + yet + verb in infinitive....... 

Maria has yet to learn the music. (Maria hasn't learn yet) 
We have yet to decide what to do with the money. (We haven't decided yet)

Present Perfect Continuous Tense  

Present Perfect Continuous Tense to describe an action that began in the past and is still 

Subject + have/has + been + (verb + ing)+................  

Mugdho has been living in the same house for twenty years.  
Mugdho has lived in the same house for twenty years)  

Maria has been working in London for three years. 
(Maria has worked in London for three years.) 

Redwan (practice) the piano every day.              Answer__________________ 

Mishu (swim) right now.                                          Answer__________________ 

Maria always (get) up at 6:00 A.M.                       Answer__________________ 

Mugdho (write) the letter already.                       Answer__________________ 

Madhurjo (see) this movie before.                       Answer__________________ 

Yet/Already 
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Usually appears between auxiliary and the main verb, but can appear at the beginning or end 

 

 

Yet can be used when the verb is positive and in this formation yet doesn't appear at the end of the sentence.  

We have yet to decide what to do with the money. (We haven't decided yet) 

Present Perfect Continuous Tense to describe an action that began in the past and is still 
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4.1.2 Past Tense 

(i) Simple Past Tense 

The simple past tense is used for a 

difference between simple past tense and present perfect tense is expressed by the italicized terms. 

Example:  Mishu went to Africa last year
Maria washed the dishes after dinner.  

 

(ii) Past Continuous Tense

Past continuous is used to indicate: 

1. An action which was occurring in the past and was interrupted by another action. In this case the 

general rule is:  

 

 

Example:  When Mishu came home, Madhurjo was watching TV. 
     
  Madhurjo was watching TV when Mishu came home. 
 

2. Two actions occurring at the same time in the past. In this case the general rule is: 

 

Example:  Mishu was watching TV while Madhurjo was reading a book. 
     
  While Madhurjo was reading a book, Mishu was watching TV. 
 
Exercise on Simple Past and Past Continuous: 

1. Redwan (eat) dinner when his friend called.                                           (Ans...................................

2. Moushumee (go) to France last year.                                                          

3. Madhurjo (write) a letter to her father when his pencil (break)        (Ans...........................................)

4. While Mishu was writing the report, Putul (look) for the pen.            (Ans..........

5. At three o'clock this morning, Mugdho (study).

 

 

 

 

 

when + subject

                                                     

subject

while + subject

                                                     

subject
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The simple past tense is used for a completed action that happened at one specific time

difference between simple past tense and present perfect tense is expressed by the italicized terms. 

Mishu went to Africa last year.  
Maria washed the dishes after dinner.   

Past Continuous Tense 

Past continuous is used to indicate:  

An action which was occurring in the past and was interrupted by another action. In this case the 

When Mishu came home, Madhurjo was watching TV.  
 Or  

Madhurjo was watching TV when Mishu came home.  

Two actions occurring at the same time in the past. In this case the general rule is: 

 

 

Mishu was watching TV while Madhurjo was reading a book.  
 Or  

While Madhurjo was reading a book, Mishu was watching TV.  

Past Continuous:  

Redwan (eat) dinner when his friend called.                                           (Ans...................................

Moushumee (go) to France last year.                                                          (Ans...........................................)

Madhurjo (write) a letter to her father when his pencil (break)        (Ans...........................................)

While Mishu was writing the report, Putul (look) for the pen.            (Ans...........................................)

At three o'clock this morning, Mugdho (study).             (Ans...........................................)

when + subject1 + simple past tense + subject2 + past continuous ......

                                                     Or  

subject1 + past continuous + when + subject2 + simple past tense

while + subject1 + past continuous + subject2 + past continuous ......

                                                     Or  

subject1 + past continuous + while + subject2 + past continuous
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specific time in the past. The critical 

difference between simple past tense and present perfect tense is expressed by the italicized terms.  

An action which was occurring in the past and was interrupted by another action. In this case the 

Two actions occurring at the same time in the past. In this case the general rule is:  

Redwan (eat) dinner when his friend called.                                           (Ans...........................................) 

(Ans...........................................) 

Madhurjo (write) a letter to her father when his pencil (break)        (Ans...........................................) 

.................................) 

(Ans...........................................) 

+ past continuous ...... 

+ simple past tense 

+ past continuous ...... 

+ past continuous 
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(iii) Past Perfect Tense  

Two actions performed in the past. Which performed first is past perfect and later one is past indefinite. From 

the exam point of view, Past Perfect Tense is most im

Formation: 

 

Example:  Putul had gone to the store before she went home. 
     
  Putul went home after she had gone to the store.
 
Past Perfect Continuous Tense   

Formation  Subject + had been + (verb + ing) ..........

Example:  Putul had been living in Dhaka for ten years before she moved to Rangpur.  
  Mugdho had been working at this school for twenty
   
 

4.2 Verbs as Complements: Gerund and Infinitive

Some verbs can take another verb a
the complement must be in the infinitive and sometimes must be in the gerund form. Gerunds and infinitives 
are verb forms that do not function as verbs. 

 A gerund is the 'verb+ing' form
 An infinitive is a 'to+verb' form which may be used as a noun, adjective, or an adverb. (to wear, to go, 

to make etc.)  
Verbs always followed by the Infinitive 

 

     Verbs always followed by the Gerund 

 

agree   forget   prepare 
attempt hesitate  pretend 
claim   hope   refuse 
decide   intend   seem 
demand learn   strive 
desire  need  tend 
expect   offer   want 
fail  plan   wish 
 

admit   finish   resent
appreciate  mind  resist 
avoid   miss  resume
can't help  postpone risk
consider  practice suggest
delay   quit 
deny   recall 
enjoy  report   
 

Subject + had + verb in past participle
  
Subject + simple past tense + after + Subject + 
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Two actions performed in the past. Which performed first is past perfect and later one is past indefinite. From 

the exam point of view, Past Perfect Tense is most important and frequently tested.  

Putul had gone to the store before she went home.  
 Or  

Putul went home after she had gone to the store. 

Subject + had been + (verb + ing) .......... 

Putul had been living in Dhaka for ten years before she moved to Rangpur.  
Mugdho had been working at this school for twenty-five years before she retired. 

4.2 Verbs as Complements: Gerund and Infinitive 

Some verbs can take another verb as the complement instead of a noun. Sometimes the verb functionning as 
the complement must be in the infinitive and sometimes must be in the gerund form. Gerunds and infinitives 
are verb forms that do not function as verbs.  

form that functions as a noun. (wearing, making, going etc.)
An infinitive is a 'to+verb' form which may be used as a noun, adjective, or an adverb. (to wear, to go, 

Verbs always followed by the Infinitive   Adjectives always followed by the Inf

 

 

 

 

Verbs always followed by the Gerund   Verbs + Preposition always followed by the Gerund

 

 

 

 

anxious pleased   
boring   prepared  
dangerous  ready 
hard   able 
eager   usual  
easy   common  
good   difficult  
strange  
 

prepare  
pretend  
refuse  
seem  
strive  
tend  
want  
wish  

approve of  rely on
be better of   succeed in 
count on   think about 
depend on   think of 
give up   worry about 
insist on   object to
keep on   look forward to
put of    confess to
 

resent 
resist  
resume 
risk 
suggest 

had + verb in past participle + before + subject + simple past tense 
            Or  

Subject + simple past tense + after + Subject + had + verb in past participle
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Two actions performed in the past. Which performed first is past perfect and later one is past indefinite. From 

 

Putul had been living in Dhaka for ten years before she moved to Rangpur.   
five years before she retired.  

s the complement instead of a noun. Sometimes the verb functionning as 
the complement must be in the infinitive and sometimes must be in the gerund form. Gerunds and infinitives 

that functions as a noun. (wearing, making, going etc.) 
An infinitive is a 'to+verb' form which may be used as a noun, adjective, or an adverb. (to wear, to go, 

Adjectives always followed by the Infinitive  

Verbs + Preposition always followed by the Gerund 

   

rely on 
succeed in  
think about  
think of  
worry about  
object to 
look forward to 
confess to 

+ before + subject + simple past tense  

had + verb in past participle 
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Adjective + Preposition always followed by the Gerund 

 

Exercise on Verbs as Complements  

1. The teacher decided (accepting/to accept) the paper. 

2. They appreciate (to have/having) this information. 

3. His father doesn't approve of his (going/to go) to Europe. 

4. We found it very difficult (reaching to/to reach) a decision. 

5. Mugdho is interested in (to open/opening) a departmental store. 

6. Redwan has no intention of (to leave/leaving) the city now. 

7. We are eager (to return/returning) to school in the fall. 

8. You would be better off (to buy/buying) this car. 

9. She refused (to accept/accepting) the gift. 

10. Mary regrets (to be/being) the one to have to tell him. 

11. Maria pretended (to be/being) sick yesterday. 

12. Putul hopes (to finish/finishing) her thesis this year. 

13. They agreed (to leave/leaving) early. 

14. Moushumi was anxious (to tell/telling) her family about her promotion. 

15. We were not ready (to stop/stopping) this research at this time. 

Find out the erroneous part from the underlined parts of the sentences listed 1 

1. Cans of paint must be shaking
                                A                  B             

2. Mahmud felt that talking about his diving skill 
                              A                                                                       B                                                    

demonstrating it. No Error.  
            D                             E 

3. A manifest is an itemizing list 
                            A           B                                C                                                   

4. The new technique calls for 
                                            A               B                                                     C               D

5. The advantages of computerized 
world.                                                         

6. Since we are living in Dhaka City 
  A                      B                                          C                                                            D  

7. According to experts, a good way 
                                                                        

documentaries.  
8. Obama is 'beating the clock' 

                A         B                                  C             

9. It is raining very heavily since
          A                             B                            C                D  

10. Previously, it was not possible 
         A                                                    
 

accustomed to   intent on 
afraid of   interested in
capable of   successful in
fond of    tired of  
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always followed by the Gerund  Noun + Preposition always followed by the Gerund

 

 

Exercise on Verbs as Complements   

The teacher decided (accepting/to accept) the paper.  

They appreciate (to have/having) this information.  

His father doesn't approve of his (going/to go) to Europe.  

We found it very difficult (reaching to/to reach) a decision.  

Mugdho is interested in (to open/opening) a departmental store.  

Redwan has no intention of (to leave/leaving) the city now.  

eager (to return/returning) to school in the fall.  

You would be better off (to buy/buying) this car.  

She refused (to accept/accepting) the gift.  

Mary regrets (to be/being) the one to have to tell him.  

Maria pretended (to be/being) sick yesterday.  

l hopes (to finish/finishing) her thesis this year.  

They agreed (to leave/leaving) early.  

Moushumi was anxious (to tell/telling) her family about her promotion.  

We were not ready (to stop/stopping) this research at this time.  

Class Exercise: Grammar 

Find out the erroneous part from the underlined parts of the sentences listed 1 

shaking to mix the pigments with the medium in which
A                  B                 C                                                                               D 

talking about his diving skill would be more typical but less eloquent
A                                                                       B                                                        

 

list of the goods or passengers a vessel is carrying. 
A           B                                C                                                                       D 

for heat the mixture before applying it to the wood.                 
A               B                                                     C               D 

The advantages of computerized typing are now being extending to all the written
                                     A         B                                  C                                      D

in Dhaka City for last five years, we are reluctant to move to another city. 
B                                          C                                                            D   

According to experts, a good way to improve listening skills is by watch television specially news and 
                            A         B                                               C       D 

the clock' resort the nation's economy to health.  
A         B                                  C                                          D 

very heavily since last night. No Error.                                                                    
A                             B                            C                D   

, it was not possible observing the great apes in their own habitat without 
A                                                               B                                                     C                                                         D

choice of  possibility of
excuse for   reason for 
intention of   method of
method for  
 

 
interested in 
successful in 
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 always followed by the Gerund 

Find out the erroneous part from the underlined parts of the sentences listed 1 - 15 as under: 

in which they are suspended.  
 E  

but less eloquent than actually  
    C                           (IBA-2009)                                  

.  

                (Trust Bank 2011) 

written languages of the 
A         B                                  C                                      D 

move to another city. (IBA-2011) 

television specially news and  

                                                                   (Uttara Bank 2011) 

habitat without disturbing them.  
B                                                     C                                                         D 

possibility of 
reason for  
method of 
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11. The main stream of a river frequently 
            A                                                                        

12. It must be him with whom you enjoy 
                         A                    B                                C                                                        D            E

13. She is looking forward to go
  A             B                                  C                                                        D                  

14. If England had not imposed 
A                                            B                                                                                                                   C       D

Sates have remained part of the British Commonwealth? 
15. The Finance Minister has not

                                                    A                         B                                                       C                              D   

Find the best replacement for the underlined part
 

16. Recently most countries imposed limitations on the majority of the legislature 

their objectives being to protect 

a) to borrow money, with their objectives being to protect

b) to borrow money, the objectives of which are the protecting of 

c) to borrow money, limitations intended to protect

d) for borrowing money, of which the objective is protecting 

e) none of these  

17. Crossing the street, a car almost struck us

a) Crossing the street, a car almost struck us. 

b) A car almost struck us, crossing the street 

c) As we crossed the street, a car almost struck us 

d) A car almost strikes us when crossing the street 

18. Because she had an astounding memory, Shakila has never forgotten an important equation. 

a) had an     b) could have had      c) has      d) did hav

19. The employees who believe that they 

a) Will have been effected    b) may be effected     c) will be affected      d) will have been affected    

20. As a result of his method for

world's great violin teacher. 

a) has been known as one 

b) had been known as one 

c) is known as one 

d) is being seen as one 

e) has been one 

21. According to the study, as the body ages, the chance that medications will cause harmful side effects 

are on the increase.                                                                        

a) are on the increase     b) increases       c) has increased       d) increase     e) None of these 

22. “Tomorrow the lines at the department store were longer than we have ever seen". Which correction 

should be made on this sentence? 

a) change store to store's     

seen to ever seen     e) no correction required. 

23. Before the search party reached the scene of the accident, 

more difficult.  

a) the rain began to fall  

b) the rain had began to fall 

c) it began to rain   

d) the rain had begun to fall 

e) it started to rain  
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stream of a river frequently dividing into two or more branches near its 
                                             B                                C                                                        D

you enjoy to do your assignments, not me. No Error
A                    B                                C                                                        D            E  

go the Europe after she finishes her studies at the university. 
A             B                                  C                                                        D                                   E 

 a tax on tea over two hundred and twenty years ago
B                                                                                                                   C       D

have remained part of the British Commonwealth?  
has not and probably will not introduce the bill in this session of

A                         B                                                       C                              D   

the best replacement for the underlined part (16 – 24):  

Recently most countries imposed limitations on the majority of the legislature 

their objectives being to protect taxpayers and the credit of the state government. 

to borrow money, with their objectives being to protect 

to borrow money, the objectives of which are the protecting of  

to borrow money, limitations intended to protect 

for borrowing money, of which the objective is protecting  

street, a car almost struck us.                                                                                             

Crossing the street, a car almost struck us.  

A car almost struck us, crossing the street  

As we crossed the street, a car almost struck us  

A car almost strikes us when crossing the street  

astounding memory, Shakila has never forgotten an important equation. 

had an     b) could have had      c) has      d) did have      e) has had   

The employees who believe that they may be affected by the new policy should contact the authority. 

Will have been effected    b) may be effected     c) will be affected      d) will have been affected    

As a result of his method for early music education, Shinchi Suzuki has been known as one

world's great violin teacher.                                                                                                             

 

 

According to the study, as the body ages, the chance that medications will cause harmful side effects 

                                                                                                                            

are on the increase     b) increases       c) has increased       d) increase     e) None of these 

“Tomorrow the lines at the department store were longer than we have ever seen". Which correction 

should be made on this sentence?                                                                                                  

     b) change were to will be     c) replace we with they

e) no correction required.  

Before the search party reached the scene of the accident, the rain began to fall

the rain had began to fall  

the rain had begun to fall  
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 branches near its mouth.  
B                                C                                                        D 

No Error.                           (IBA 2012) 
 
university.  

ago, will the United  
B                                                                                                                   C       D   

session of the Parliament.  
A                         B                                                       C                              D   (Krishi Bank 2011) 

Recently most countries imposed limitations on the majority of the legislature to borrow money, with 

taxpayers and the credit of the state government.  (IBA-10/11) 

                                                                                            (BB AD 2006) 

astounding memory, Shakila has never forgotten an important equation. (IBA-2010) 

by the new policy should contact the authority.  

Will have been effected    b) may be effected     c) will be affected      d) will have been affected     

has been known as one of the 

                (IBA/BBA-2009/10) 

According to the study, as the body ages, the chance that medications will cause harmful side effects 

                                                      (IBA/BBA-2009/10) 

are on the increase     b) increases       c) has increased       d) increase     e) None of these  

“Tomorrow the lines at the department store were longer than we have ever seen". Which correction 

                                                                                                 (IBA/MBA-2009/10) 

they    d) change have ever 

the rain began to fall making rescue efforts 
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24. Because of his throat ailment, the tenor 

a) has not and never will sing 

b) has not sung and apparently never will 

c) has not and never would sing 

d) has not sung and never will sing 

e) had not and never will sing 

25. Choose the correct sentence: 

a) Running along the street, I felt as if my nose were frozen. 

b) As I ran along the street, I felt as if my nose was frozen. 

c) Running in the street, I felt my nose frozen. 

d) My nose had felt frozen when I was running in the street. 

e) Running along the street, I felt as if my nose was frozen. 

Fill in the blanks (26 – 60):  
 

26. Many scientists are still hoping _______life on another planet. 

a) To have found      b) finding     

27. Will you mind ___________the accounts one more time? 

a) To check       b) checking      

28. We asked him why he ____ telephoned earlier. 
a) did not       b) has not      

29. By the time I had reached the bottom of the mountain, I ____ extremely tired. 
a) feel       b) have felt     

30. He is considering not ______. 

a) to go        b) gone      

31. It ____ a great shock to everyone because he had not said a word for 10 years. 
a) was        b) is     

32. Bangladesh ____greatly in terms of its cultural values over the past five years. 
a) changed           b) is changing  

33. I ____TV when the telephone rang. 
a) Watched       b) was watching        c) are watching      d) have watched    e) were watching  

34. One of the best effective ways of storing information is learning _________it. 

a) to repeating       b) how repeat 

35. I remember the day ____ he came. 
a) on         b) that       

36. Many people have stopped __________because they are afraid that it may be harmful to their health. 

a) smoking        b) to smoke      c

37. Tina had better _________her study habits if she hopes to be admitted to a good university. 

a) To change        b) changing       c) change      

38. She caught them while they ____. 
a) was talked       b) were talking c) did talked      d) is talking     

39. ____you ever____to the Sundarbans? 
a) Have/gone        b) Have/go        c) Did/go       

40. ____we reached, than the train left the station. 
a) No sooner       b) As sooner      c) No sooner did    d) No sooner had  

41. It is not difficult to ____an alarm clock. 
a) soothe       b) disassemble

42. As I reached home, I saw my sister ____for help. 
a) to shout        b) shouting     

43. The bus ____ arrives late during bad weather
a) every week      b) later     
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Because of his throat ailment, the tenor has not and never will sing again.                                 

s not and never will sing  

has not sung and apparently never will  

has not and never would sing  

has not sung and never will sing  

had not and never will sing  

Choose the correct sentence:                                                                                                                

Running along the street, I felt as if my nose were frozen.  

As I ran along the street, I felt as if my nose was frozen.  

Running in the street, I felt my nose frozen.  

My nose had felt frozen when I was running in the street.  

Running along the street, I felt as if my nose was frozen.  

Many scientists are still hoping _______life on another planet.    

b) finding      c) to find        d) to have been found    

Will you mind ___________the accounts one more time?     

b) checking       c) checked       d) check  

We asked him why he ____ telephoned earlier.      

b) has not       c) had not        d) would not      
By the time I had reached the bottom of the mountain, I ____ extremely tired.  

b) have felt      c) was feeling   d) am feeling      
 

b) gone       c) to gone        d) going          

It ____ a great shock to everyone because he had not said a word for 10 years. 
b) is       c) will be       d) are        

Bangladesh ____greatly in terms of its cultural values over the past five years. 
b) is changing   c) had changed d) will have changed      e) has changed 

telephone rang.       
b) was watching        c) are watching      d) have watched    e) were watching  

One of the best effective ways of storing information is learning _________it.  

b) how repeat  c) repeating       d) to repeat        

I remember the day ____ he came.       
b) that        c) of         d) for         

Many people have stopped __________because they are afraid that it may be harmful to their health. 

b) to smoke      c) smoked         d) to smoking        

Tina had better _________her study habits if she hopes to be admitted to a good university. 

b) changing       c) change       d) changed  

She caught them while they ____.       
b) were talking c) did talked      d) is talking       

____you ever____to the Sundarbans?       
b) Have/go        c) Did/go        d) Shall/go         

____we reached, than the train left the station.      
b) As sooner      c) No sooner did    d) No sooner had   

It is not difficult to ____an alarm clock.       
b) disassemble c) fort       d) manual        

As I reached home, I saw my sister ____for help.     
b) shouting      c) shouted       d) shout      

arrives late during bad weather.      

b) later      c) yesterday      d) always        
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                                 (EMBA 2008) 

                              (IBA/BBA-08-09) 

   (IBA 2010) 

d) to have been found     

       (City Bank 2011) 

   (BB AD 08) 
 e) was not  

   (BB AD 08) 
 e) felt  

 e) none  

It ____ a great shock to everyone because he had not said a word for 10 years.   (BB AD 08) 

 e) had  
Bangladesh ____greatly in terms of its cultural values over the past five years.    (Agrani Officer 08) 

d) will have changed      e) has changed  
    (Agrani Officer 08) 

b) was watching        c) are watching      d) have watched    e) were watching   

 e) repeat  

   (BB AD 06) 
 e) when  

Many people have stopped __________because they are afraid that it may be harmful to their health.  

 e) none  

Tina had better _________her study habits if she hopes to be admitted to a good university.    (Trust 2011) 

    (Agrani Officer 08) 
 e) none of these  
    (Agrani Officer 08)  
 e) Will/gone    
          (IFIC Bank Cash Off 13) 

 e) None of these  
               (IFIC MT 13) 
 e) none of these  
        (National PO 13) 
 e) none of these 
                                (Pubali JO 13) 
 e) none of these  
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44. He said that he ____ be unable to come. 
a) will                b) shall      

45. By the time I had reached the bottom of the mountain, I ____extremely tired. 
a) feel         b) have been felt      

46. He wanted _________with Mr. Kamal. 

a) speaking     b) speak       

47. A new house _____at the corner of the road. 
a) been built        b) is being built      

48. How long ____English?   
a) are you learning     b) do you learn    

49. In either case, the cash flow in question would not yet __
a) be        b) to have     

50. There is no limit to the diversity to be ________ in the cultures of people throughout the world. 

a) finding         b) find      

51. While you ____in the garden, someone arrived at home. 
a) were working      b) had worked     

52. The girls ____ a game called ‘Bomb’ for almo
a) have played/will enter    b) were playing/entered     c) are playing/comes      d) had been 

playing/entered      e) none of these  
53. When I ___into him on the street, 

a) ran/was going      b) will run/would go     c) had run/is going     d) have run/will be going    e) None 
54. Will you mind____the accounts one more time? 

a) checking       b) to check      
55. Your classmate insulted you to ____. 

a) pay off old scores    b) host in himself      
56. Representative democracy seemed___ simultaneously during the 18th & 19th centuries in UK, and the 

USA. 

a) evolve          b) to evolve      

57. When the bell rang, everyone stopped ____. 
a) from moving      b) moving       

58. Tuhin finished _________two of his published compositions before his 15th birthday. 

a) written        b) write      

59. I cannot help ____ at the sight. 
a) laughing       b) laugh      

60. We wouldn’t mind ______.  
a) wait        b) to waiting      

 

1.B 2.E 3.B 4.B
11.B 12.C 13.C 14.D
21.B 22.B 23.D 24.D
31.A 32.A 33.B 34.D
41.B 42.B 43.D 44.D
51.A 52.D 53.A 54.A

 

Answer Sheet :: Grammar Practice :: Lecture 

1.D 2.C 3.A 4.
11.C 12.A 13.B 14.D
21.C 22.D 23.A 24.
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He said that he ____ be unable to come.      
b) shall        c) should       d) would       

By the time I had reached the bottom of the mountain, I ____extremely tired.  
b) have been felt       c) am feeling      d) felt      

He wanted _________with Mr. Kamal.  

b) speak         c) to speak     d) spoken          

A new house _____at the corner of the road.      
b) is being built       c) is building   d) building      
       
b) do you learn     c) have you been learning     d) you learn    e) have you 

In either case, the cash flow in question would not yet ____occurred.   
b) to have       c) have       d) have been       e) to be 

There is no limit to the diversity to be ________ in the cultures of people throughout the world. 

b) find        c) found           d) to find       

While you ____in the garden, someone arrived at home.    
b) had worked      c) work        d) will work      

The girls ____ a game called ‘Bomb’ for almost ten minutes when the teacher suddenly ____the classroom. 
have played/will enter    b) were playing/entered     c) are playing/comes      d) had been 

e) none of these       
When I ___into him on the street, he said he ___abroad for business affairs that evening.

ran/was going      b) will run/would go     c) had run/is going     d) have run/will be going    e) None 
Will you mind____the accounts one more time?     

b) to check        c) checked       d) check       
Your classmate insulted you to ____.       

pay off old scores    b) host in himself       c) worth yours      d) hang in balance     e) none of these 
Representative democracy seemed___ simultaneously during the 18th & 19th centuries in UK, and the 

b) to evolve        c) evolving       d) evolved      

When the bell rang, everyone stopped ____.      
b) moving         c) that they move      d) to move     e) move off 

Tuhin finished _________two of his published compositions before his 15th birthday. 

b) write        c) to write        d) writing       

I cannot help ____ at the sight.        
b) laugh        c) but       d) laughed       

       
b) to waiting       c) to have waited    d) waiting     e) waited 

Answer :: Grammar Exercise :: Tense  

4.B 5.C 6.B 7.D 8.C 
14.D 15.A 16.C 17.C 18.C 
24.D 25.A 26.C 27.B 28.C 
34.D 35.E 36.A 37.C 38.B 
44.D 45.D 46.C 47.B 48.C 
54.A 55.A 56.B 57.B 58.D 

Answer Sheet :: Grammar Practice :: Lecture – 6 

4.D 5.C 6.B 7.D 8.D 
14.D 15.E 16.E 17.A 18.B 
24.C 25.C 26.A 27.B 28.B 
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             (Pubali SO 13) 
 e) none of these 

             (Sonali SO 08) 
 e) none of these 

d) spoken           e) to spoke   

     (Sonali Officer 08) 
 e) is built    

                  (BB AD 10) 
c) have you been learning     d) you learn    e) have you learned  

                  (BB AD 06) 
d) have been       e) to be  

There is no limit to the diversity to be ________ in the cultures of people throughout the world.  

                  (BB AD 13) 
d) will work       e) will be working  

st ten minutes when the teacher suddenly ____the classroom.  
have played/will enter    b) were playing/entered     c) are playing/comes      d) had been 

             (DBBL PO 09) 
he said he ___abroad for business affairs that evening.(DBBL PO 09)      

ran/was going      b) will run/would go     c) had run/is going     d) have run/will be going    e) None  
      (City Bank PO 11) 

 e) None of these  
            (Sonali SO 10) 

c) worth yours      d) hang in balance     e) none of these  
Representative democracy seemed___ simultaneously during the 18th & 19th centuries in UK, and the 

 e) none    

                  (BB AD 06) 
c) that they move      d) to move     e) move off  

Tuhin finished _________two of his published compositions before his 15th birthday.  

 e) to written      

             (DBBL TO 10) 
 e) none of these  

                  (BB AD 13) 
ed    d) waiting     e) waited  

9.A 10.B 
 19.C 20.C 
 29.E 30.D 
 39.A 40.D 
 49.E 50.C 
 59.A 60.D 

9.D 10.E 
 19.E 20.D 
 29.A 30.C 


